
TUFDEK™ SYSTEM ADVANTAGE
With the wide variety of waterproof decking options on 

the market, the decision for choosing a product can often 

be confusing. Tuff Industries Inc. is an industry leader 

in vinyl decking and has taken the complex process of 

Tufdek. Our combination of manufacturing controls,  

independent testing, product audits and Authorized

Dealers, make Tufdek the industry leader for professionally 

installed waterproof deck systems.

TUFDEK™ IS GREEN 
At Tuff Industries Inc. we are committed to reducing our 

environmental impact. Tufdek is the only manufacturer using low 

improves the stain resistance and makes Tufdek easier to clean.

It also provides better U.V. protection which results in longer lasting, 

more vibrant colors. These innovations have helped to extend the 

service life of Tufdek and reduce our carbon footprint.

HOW TUFDEK™ IS MADE

There is nothing better than enjoying your deck in the summer 

and that outdoor surface can sometimes get warm. For those of 

you who enjoy those full sun exposure days we recommend the 

helping make your outdoor experience on the hottest days even 

more enjoyable. Look for the Cool-Step logo on select colors 

and choose a product that remains cooler in the sun.

 

WWW.TUFDEK.COM | 1.877.860.9333

 *Always follow the Tufdek Maintenance Instructions to protect the 
service life of your Tufdek vinyl decking. 

*The printed surface of vinyl decking can scuff with high friction.

*Actual vinyl colors may vary from photos.
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A Signature Brand of 

CONTACT US

waterproofing decks to a new level with our Signature Brand, 

VOC aqueous based inks and a polycarbonate top finish. This 



SUPREME SERIES DESIGNER SERIES

Tufdek™ Supreme Series vinyl decking incorporates gentle earth 

tones in unique contrasting designs that diffuse bright sunlight 

while maintaining a vibrant appearance.

Tufdek™ leads the industry in creating unique 3D designs 

replicating the look of other commonly used building materials. 

Our Designer Series product line are some of the most realistic 

vinyl designs on the market. 

DESERT SAND SLATE GREY

CARRARA MARBLE

SANIBEL MARBLE

VALENCIA MARBLE

BIRCH

RUSTIC PLANK

DRIFTWOOD

ALMOND

GRAPHITE

PEARL

WALNUT

TUFDEK TX-60

AGGREGATE


